
Parents have been warned that they may not know what their children are doing on their phones  

Children are being bullied, lured into sharing sexually pictures and groomed by abusers online 

because parents have left them to “roam free” on the internet, the Government’s young people’s 

tsar has warned. Anne Longfield, the Children’s Commissioner for England, said 

“wholly irresponsible” adults had effectively abdicated their role as protectors, leaving youngsters to 

“fend for themselves” on the internet because they do not understand it.  

Many parents’ only strategy to keep their children safe in a largely unregulated new environment 

was simply to “hope” that nothing bad happens to them, she said.  

The warning came as Ms Longfield published the results of a year-long review into the lives of the 

first generation of children effectively growing up on the internet as much as the real world.  

It concludes that children are now spending half of their leisure time online.  Three and four year-

olds are now exposed to small screens for an average of eight hours 18 minutes per week – up by 

almost a quarter in the last year, it estimates. By the time they are in their early to mid-teens that 

figure almost trebles to over 20 hours a week online, the report, entitled Growing Up 

Digital, concludes.  

The report points to earlier research suggesting almost a third of teenagers have shared explicit 

pictures of themselves online – known as “sexting” - and a similar proportion have been exposed to 

hate-filled material. It is wholly irresponsible to let them roam in a world for which they are ill-

prepared says Anne Longfield, Children’s Commissioner 

It cites examples of digital stalkers left free to plague young people to share sexually explicit pictures 

of themselves, even after they have been reported to social media providers.  

The study also voices alarm at the way in which children are often unwittingly signing away their 

own privacy and handing companies the rights to pictures and other personal information through 

the routine use of “impenetrable” terms and conditions on social media sites.  

But as well as facing the most serious dangers, the report highlights how children are also suffering 

new and subtle firms of bullying online which would be almost invisible to adults – such as through 

the tactical as use of “likes” and emojis.  

Ms Longfield likened the approach of many adults to a parent dropping their child off in an 

unfamiliar place late at night without knowing where they were going or whom they were meeting.  

 “The internet is an incredible force for good but it is wholly irresponsible to let them roam in a 

world for which they are ill-prepared, which is subject to limited regulation and which is controlled 

by a small number of powerful organisations,” she said. “It is critical that children are educated 

better so that they can enjoy the opportunities provided by the internet whilst minimising the well-

known risks. It is also vital that children understand what they agree to when joining  social media 

platforms, that their privacy is better protected, and they can have content posted about them 

removed quickly should they wish to.”  

Speaking to The Daily Telegraph, Ms Longfield explained that parents’ time-honoured roles as their 

children’s carers and protectors had effectively been snatched from under their noses in a few years 
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because of the explosion of digital culture. Children are in a largely disorganised environment which 

was never developed for children even though children are among the biggest users 

“It has been a really swift development which has taken a lot of people by surprise,” she said. “It is 

only five or six years since smartphones became the norm and now most teenagers have something 

in their hand which is as strong as what we would have had on our desks only a few years 

ago. Children are essentially roaming in an environment where they are ill-prepared, there are 

limited regulations and it is dominated by a small number of powerful organisations.”  

She said there was now a “big mismatch” between parents’ basic life skills and ability to recognise 

dangers and their children’s instinctive technical nouse.  

"As parents we would all be very worried if our children were going out by themselves into an 

environment where they didn’t know where they were; we would be worried if we were taking our 

children and dropping them off at nine o’clock at night and didn’t know where they were going but 

actually this is a new context where parents don’t know where they are. " 

Ms Longfield is calling for a compulsory “digital citizenship” curriculum in schools.  It would include 

teaching children techniques to protect them online ranging from spotting “fake news” stories to 

detecting adults posing as children on social networks to groom young people. She is also calling for 

her existing legal powers which allow her office to obtain data from public bodies to be extended to 

internet companies to enable her to step in to help tackle children’s complaints online.  

The report also calls for a new digital ombudsman to be appointed to mediate between children and 

internet companies over the removal of content.  

“It is not about moving to panic and taking screens off them and worrying about every aspect of 

their time online,” she said. “But we do need to make sure that they have the skills that they need to 

go out there and make decisions when they are online.”  

"Teenagers have something in their hand which is as strong as what we would have had on our 

desks only a few years ago," Anne Longfield said  

A spokesman for the NSPCC said: “This report raises vital questions about how children grow up 

safely online and we welcome the Children’s Commissioner’s recommendations.  

“In particular, we have long called for greater openness by internet companies about what they are 

doing to keep children safe and what action is taken to remove content when concerns are raised.”  

Baroness Kidron, founder of the charity 5Rights, added: “The Children’s Commissioner has made an 

important intervention on a subject that is a central concern of parents, carers, teachers and young 

people themselves. She has identified the lack of support in services that children routinely use, a 

yawning gap in their digital education and an unsustainable situation where the long established 

rights of children are not applied online." 

A Government spokeswoman said: “The internet has given children and young people fantastic 

opportunities, but protecting them from risks they might face online or on their phones is vital.The 

UK is a world leader in internet safety, but there is more to do, and we will carefully consider this 

report as part of our ongoing work to make the internet a safer place for children." 
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